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Mary Wagstaff demonstrating acrylics at the RSASA Gallery on Sunday 29th March 2009

DEMONSTRATIONS:
During March we have had a wonderful round of demonstrations at the RSASA Gallery. John Lacey and Coralie
Armstrong on Oil Painting; Stephen Skillitzki, Glass Art, Mary Wagstaff, Acrylics; Sylvia Preston and Bob Landt,
watercolour. These demonstrations are for any one wishing to learn more about art and artists in their chosen media.
The tips gained through watching other artists work can be invaluable. We can all learn and gain by attending.
Our society, since its beginnings in 1856, has had members who are prepared to volunteer their services to show all
who wish to experience and see the techniques of becoming more proficient. You have the ability to see and ask
an experienced artist, how, why and what to do. There are no age limits to learning; to see the applications of washes in
watercolour, the achievement of light and shade in oils and the colours of acrylic can all be learnt by being a viewer at
RSASA art demonstrations. We owe a lot to those who are willing to share with us a little bit of their lives, their art and
their methods. All they ask is your support by you attending and bringing friends who you know would like to learn.
The cost of learning is small; the time per session is usually about two hours. The rewards are yours.
Keep an eye out for the next series of demonstrations at your RSASA by joining in with the other artists and non artists
for a very enjoyable learning experience. For further details contact 08 82320450.

Editor: Bob Landt, Vice President
PO Box 268 Maitland, SA.5573
Email: boblandts@internode.on.net Home: (08) 88322463 or 0409 822877
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT MAY 2007
We recently returned from a great trip visiting Europe, the United Kingdom and the USA.
Here are some comments that may be of interest.
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Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam – “Colours of the Night” – reproductions never reflect the true colours
of these paintings which are fabulous. Very few drawings on display. Some odd framing.
2 Cologne – the Cathedral – stained glass! City Hall – paintings of interest.
3 Wurzburg – Large complex of galleries, film and theatre workshops and studios from converted wharf
warehouse. Abstracts on white walls, with ample space, White plinths of varied heights from about
5cm. Space for book sales. Varied exhibitions – European of course, and one from Sydney.
4 Mainz – Considerable display of sculpture in city square. Excellent layout. Cathedral with impressive
works.
5 London – National Gallery. RED walls (similar to ours) both painted and appliqued! So much famous
art that it is almost indigestible. (Modern works at the Tate). Wall signage very small.
6 “Kenwood” near Hampstead. Mansion in large estate with paintings by Gainsborough, Reynolds, Landseer, Lawrence etc. mainly replicating what the house would have been like in the 19 th century. While
the wall signage was tiny, statements concerning the individual paintings and artists were placed in bins
so that they could be read at the time of viewing. This would be appropriate when we show our own
collection either in-house or at external locations.
7 Canterbury – University grounds. With RSASA Member, Asun Bassas, we saw her Millennium Award
winning sculpture there which is most impressive and then travelled to Margate where we saw the
sculpture she donated to the Hospital in gratitude for the treatment she received there.
8 Paris – Sculpture Garden at river bank. We should repeat efforts to achieve such an exhibition.
9 New York – Museum of Modern Art. Astounding!
10 Linz – Museum of light, electronics, technology, media art –a most innovative scheme.
11 And there was more!
A Society such as ours needs to renew itself and develop new themes.
What do you want your Society to be doing? Please let me know your thoughts.
James Raggatt
Congratulations to
John Lacey
for his Winning of

THE NORM BENSE MEMORIAL ART PRIZE
at the recent Alexandrina Wooden Boat Show
and
Best of Show at the Clare Rotary Art Show.

FLINDERS RANGES PAINTING TRIP 2009
22nd—28th August
If you would like to be part of this trip
To Merna Mora (46km north of Hawker)
Contact:
Coralie Armstrong 83892373
coralie5133@hotmail.com

Sometimes we have to make time
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Jessamine Victoria Alexandrine BUXTON, (1894-1966)
Recently I had the opportunity to frame a collection of art for the great niece of Jessamine Buxton.
I saw some of the finished and unfinished works of this amazing past member of our association.
If you can not remember this well established artist and haven’t a copy of Rachel Biven’s “Some Forgotten….Some
Remembered”, here is a little history of an almost forgotten artist and teacher.

Jessamine became a student at the School of Arts and Crafts, North Terrace, while still a teenager. With a family
background of artistic endeavour, religion and public service and an affectionate family home it is no wonder she
became an artist in her own right. She was well ready for the stringent disciplines of future artistic achievements.
An offer of a travelling scholarship for her in art was forbidden by her caring father (a Quaker).

To mention the extent of Jessamine Buxton's art activities
reveals her as a phenomenon: versatility was a marked
characteristic.

In 1920 she was on the teaching staff of the School of Arts
and Crafts. In this year she exhibited a sculptured head of a
man in the Australian Peace Exhibition. During 1925 she
had work in "Wonderland of Industry" an All Australian
Exhibition of Manufacturers' Products. Her name appeared
as an entrant for watercolour, sculpture and modelling.
( modelling in plaster, silver-point drawing, miniature painting, needlework design : lace, lace fan, lace collar, china
painting, gesso decoration, needlework ). In 1927 there
Appears, in the Minutes of the S.A. School of Arts and Crafts
Staff meetings, a note of congratulations to Miss Buxton for
a pastel portrait, awarded a special prize, during Melrose
Prize competition. 1930 was a very important year for
Jessamine as she took over Elizabeth Armstrong’s class,
(a Senior Art teacher of the School of Arts and Crafts).
Jessamine was also appointed a Judge on the selection
Committee of the SASA. (RSASA)

Untitled water colour by Jessamine Buxton

M. J McNally said of her work in 1936 that: “The watercolours are excellent and form the most interesting feature.
One amazing effort by Jessamine V. A. Buxton in the form of a study of zinnias is a revelation as to what can be done
with watercolour by a master of the medium. I cannot, however, bring myself to regard still life as art of the highest
degree. It requires a good eye and a steady hand, but is really nothing more than what any neat-handed jeweller can
accomplish. I usually find that the still life expert fails badly when sent out into the open, but I am perfectly prepared to
accept Jessamine V. A. Buxton as an all-round performer of outstanding merit."

Jessamine was an admirer of Renoir, Gainsborough and Watteau and had a collection of fine Australian paintings.
Despite Jessamine's quiet reserve, she was a devoted teacher to her students who also thought the world of her.
She retired from the School of Arts and Crafts in 1954.

On the 29th September, 1966 she died at her home. Mourned by many.
Based on an article by Gwen Num in the book “Some “Remembered...Some forgotten”, published in 1976 by Sydenham Gallery.

Ed.

GOODBYE to the CITY OF DREAMS: by Ivor Francis An Autobiography.
The book “Goodbye to the City of Dreams”, is the life story of the teacher and artist,
Ivor Francis. He made a contribution to the visual arts in South Australia, as an art
educator, critic and a very human story teller. The book on a life spanning over sixty
years is written by Ivor himself; from his migration from England in 1924, with the
hopes and dreams of youth. As a protected, naive, seventeen year old, bowler hatted
Londoner who came to Adelaide and, was soon lent to a west coast farmer and his
wife. He then transformed into a roughly garbed farm worker in a
totally unfamiliar tough, isolated world of the pioneer. His interest in art took him to
an education department full of regulation, failings and lack of encouragement for
advancement. The story of him and his beloved Ethel and the exciting Adelaide
cultural life both through art and teaching are shown as parallel universes to be kept
apart from each other. His was a slow journey to acceptance of his modern contemporary Art in a world of the traditional. The people, the stories and seeing our RSASA
as it was and may still be today. The book is a wealth of information, easy to read and
Ivor told a great story of an exciting period for South Australia and art.
“Goodbye to the City of Dreams” can be borrowed from the RSASA office. Ed.
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Heysen festival and The Artists Trail:
The Main Street of Hahndorf comes alive over ten days of
the Heysen Festival. (Late September into October). You
are able to View paintings, etchings, tribal sculptures,
textiles, ceramics, glass work and many more art forms
and collectables. Artists work in the street, talk directly to
the public and sell their works through shop and gallery
displays. It is a wonderful event that keeps one busy for
the whole time while there. Contact the District Council of
Mount Barker to participate or for more information.
.The

Artist's Trail —
Main Street Hahndorf.
Today's artists are strongly
featured throughout the
historic township creating an
'Artists Trail', where businesses and galleries combine to
present a diverse collection of
art and craft.

MAX RAGLESS EXHIBITION—Australian War Memorial
I thought the Royal South Australian Society of Arts
(RSASA) may be interested to know the Australian War
Memorial is holding a small exhibition of works by Max
Ragless. Entitled Mobilising industry on the home front,
a selection of his work is on display at the Australian War
Memorial in the Second World War Link Gallery until
March 2010.
Ragless was an official war artist from April to December
1945. His commission covered the Australian home
front, particularly the mobilisation of manufacturing and
primary industry to serve the war effort. Ragless
travelled across South Australia, Victoria, and New South
Wales, painting aircraft and naval production, the manufacture of machine parts and munitions, as well as the
mining industry. He also recorded agricultural labour at
Loveday, a large camp in South Australia for prisoners of
war and civilian internees. See August edition for Story Ed B.

Streetscape Competition

LAURA - and it’s Galleries

Daily the festival comes alive
on the street where artists
create paintings for inclusion
in the Hahndorf Streetscape
Art Competition. These are
painted on site to be later
judged with a public display.
Anyone of any age is welcome
to participate in this event
with prize money totalling
$1500.

Inside the Court House Gallery Laura

Art Workshops and
Demonstrations
Budding and practicing artists can also take part in many
workshops throughout the festival at the Hahndorf
Institute and Hahndorf Academy. Artist demonstrations
take place daily. Artists paint in the street daily and are
able to inter-act with the public. Take the time to have a go
and be part of Heysen Week 2009.
NOTE: Alan Ramachandran won first prize in 2008 and both Bob Landt
and Mike Barr have been heavily involved in organising and promoting
this event in the recent past.

NEXT KALORI

AUGUST 09 MID MONTH
REMEMBER GET IN EARLY

Not many small country towns are blessed with so many
Art Galleries. Laura has three Galleries that are well
worth a visit. There is the Rocky River Historic and Art
Society Gallery, (THE COURT HOUSE GALLERY). This
Gallery each year holds an open exhibition in April during
the Laura Folk Fair . The Gallery displays a fine collection
of mixed art. Phone 8663 2411 for viewings.
The WALNUT GALLERY is owned by Joan McDonald a
well known Mid North Artist who has a large display of
works to see. Very friendly and always a hot cup and
biscuits for the interested visitor. Her gallery, built by her
partner James, is also an exciting place to walk about.
The DICK BILES Private Art Gallery is full of work from
well known artists from all over Australia. Dick paints
and is very involved in the local Laura arts. His collection
covers art from a wide range of media and types.
Also in the area are two large antique shops, a shoe
maker, second hand book shop and a manufacturing
jeweller for that special ring or necklace. Then there arethe ranges and trees for you to see and paint. Laura is
about an hour and a half from Adelaide.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EXHIBIT
IN THE RSASA GALLERY?
You ask how pot holes are related to art.
Go to page eight to find out

The 2010 calendar is now being compiled:
You can share a space or do it alone:
Contact the Director for details: 08 82320450
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Letters to the Editor

Monday, March 16, 2009 4:26 PM From: Pip Comport
Subject: Kalori 1/4/09
Dear Bob
Just to thank you for your very generous treatment of
my letter and accompanying article in the latest edition
of Kalori. "Recognition at 87”.
Kalori has become a really worthwhile publication after
some years in the wilderness which reflects well on all
concerned.
Best wishes, Yours sincerely,
Pip Comport
Thank you Pip for your kind words. Our association depends on
members of all ages ed. Bob

TWO PRINT EXHIBITIONS YOU MAY NOT SEE IN ADELAIDE

-

PORT PIRIE REGIONAL GALLERY

Margaret McEntee with her Pastel “Evening Light Mintaro”.

6 Nov. to 13 Dec. 2009. SSNW / NSSW Print Exchange
We are proud to showcase this exhibition of prints from
around the world. (Canada, USA, Mexico, UK, Japan,
Puerto Rico, Slovakia and Australia). These include woodcuts, etchings, linocuts, screen prints and digital prints.
An inspiration for printmakers and viewers. Curated by print-

ANOTHER EXCITING WIN FOR A MEMBER OF THE RSASA
On Tuesday night 28th of April, Margaret McEntee was
awarded the First Prize at the Campbelltown and Rotary
Club of Campbelltown Art show. An acquisitive purchase
of her pastel painting, "Evening Light, Mintaro".

maker and exchange member, Tina Moore

6 Nov to 13 Dec 2009 “Not
Just Black and White”
An exhibition of Australian fine
art prints, telling the
stories from the artists’ point of
view. Exciting and filled with feeling, protest and even some gossip, the exhibition gives theviewer a look at woodblocks, etchings, linoprints and lithographs.
Over one hundred years of our
history in wonderful
expressive media.
Curated by Robert J W Landt

Lithograph Rainbow Lorikeets by Frank Hinder

Tom and July Marshall of the UPTOWN Gallery in Burra.

Congratulations Margaret, Love the light and shade: ed. B.
More on CMembers’ wins at Campbelltown on page 6.

ROGER HJORLEIFSON WINS:
"First Prize" in the Ceramic Section at the Campbelltown Art
Show for his sculpture "Long
in the Tooth" (African Elephant).
Roger also won a "Merit Award" at
the same Exhibition for the sculpture "Covert Operation" (Black
Panther). This has been a particuLong in the Tooth
larly good venue for him; In the
last four years he has won: three first, and a second
prize there. If you didn't know, he also won the People's
Choice at the Brighton Jetty Classic Sculptures by the
Sea this January This Sculpture was of a life size
Galapagos tortoise, titled "Weight of the World" and is
now on display at the Bay Discovery Centre in Glenelg.
Well done Roger glad to hear you are doing so well with your fine
works; it is a reflection of you quest for quality not quantity Ed, Bob
SEE P.6 FOR MORE CAMBELLTOWN SUCCESSES BY RSASA MEMBERS

NEW ART GALLERY AT BURRA: A

new Art
Gallery, the UPTOWN GALLERY, has opened at Burra.
Owned and run by Tom and July Marshall it consists of four
large main gallery areas with lighting and carpet which give
the viewer a very impressive, quality feeling. The art shown
is carefully selected to ensure a high
standard. Tom and Julie are looking for professional
artists to have exhibitions and display their works in Burra.

Contact 08 8898 2000 for details.

Artists attending the RSASA Gallery while their work is on display
at exhibitions is important. It not only allows people to talk to the artist
but also allows artists to promote their work directly. Here we have
Bev. Bills talking to sculptor Roger Hjorleifson and his wife Wendy,
after a their day manning the front desk.. Thank you to you both.
You can be on a roster by calling the RSASA office at 08 82320450
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New gallery for Bob Landt
A crowd of well-wishers witnessed Member for Goyder,
Steven Griffiths, officially open well-known local artist
Robert, (Bob) Landt's newly re-located Corner Gallery
in the Maitland Markets on Sunday, April 19.
Previously operating the gallery at his automotive
repair premises, Bob retired recently and sold that
building to Ben Groombridge (who has now established Maitland Marine there).
Interestingly, Bob designed the Maitland Markets'
interior, and now he will display his work there as an
attraction.
Born in Warracknabeal, Victoria, in 1946, Bob was
encouraged to develop his gift by teachers who saw in
Bob Landt and Steven Griffiths at the official opening
him a talent to draw and paint.
of Bob’s Corner Gallery in the Maitland Markets.
In 1960, Bob's parents purchased the Maitland
automotive workshop from Gordon Saunders and the
family made the move to Yorke Peninsula. (Bob says the shift was to "ensure better, healthier living and a country life
style"). He finished his schooling at Maitland Area School where he achieved his Leaving Certificate; his interests were
history and geology, as well as painting in water colour. Bob won numerous prizes at shows and art exhibitions and was
a state finalist in the Albert Namatjira Memorial Art Prize in 1965. In 1966, he won the Founders Award, which enabled
him to travel and for his paintings to be exhibited in five states.
Bob is married to Jennifer and they have two children, Cassandra and Andrew, who both reside in Adelaide.
Bob paints as a recognised professional artist and volunteers his time to being on the board of the Royal South
Australian Society of Arts as Vice-President , as well as editor of Kalori, the association's newsletter.
He teaches water colour painting to groups and works on community projects where he can.
In October each year, Bob paints during Heysen Week at Hahndorf to celebrate Hans Heysen's birthday and is well accepted by the community as an artist, as well as an "almost local".
Reported by Becky Whittaker for the Yorke peninsula Country Times, April 2nd 2009.

Good news to share.
Alan Ramachadran was judged the winner of the Flagstaff
Rotary Art Show. The judge was Peter Chaplin, a well know
Adelaide watercolourist. There were of 720 entries. A lady
from London purchased his painting of McLaren Vale. Alan
was chuffed. Alan has
also just won the
Campbelltown Rotary
Art Exhibitions 2009
water colour award.
Well done Alan, very well
deserved. Ed. B.
Alan with his Flagstaff
Rotary Show entry right
“McLaren Vale”, and the
Campelltown entry below
“Beach at Gawler”.

Among the other winners at Campbelltown Rotary were
Glenda Parker, mixed media, and Mike Barr, oil and
acrylic section.
On the last Saturday of the show Alan and Mike were
joined by Gerhard Ritter in a triple demonstration of their
artistic talents. The event was widely publicised by the
Campbelltown Rotary Club and the Council and the
splendid turnout of spectators were treated to an enjoyable, entertaining and informative afternoon away from
the footy.
Glenda also recently took out top honours at the Port
Adelaide Community Art Exhibition. Congratulations to
If you’re an associate who’d like to try for
fellowship contact
the RSASA office on 8232 0450.
The exhibition for aspirants to Fellowship
takes place from25 August to 30 August
A sight we don't see every
day. Rev Simon Waters RSASA
with artist Brian Houlihan
from Mansfield Victoria,
setting up a large format
camera on the beach at the
bottom end of Yorke
Peninsula. Being a plate
camera it takes some time
to set up. ( Lots of time ! They
haven't heard of digital yet ed. B
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LAMBERT, George
Russia 1873 Australia 1930
Australia 1887-1900; England 1900- 01;
France 1901-02; England 1902-21
Australia from 1921
“Sleeping man” (Breaker Morant )
December 1897 Sketchbook, pencil.
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales.
Presented by: Amy Lambert
The poet, Harry Harbord Morant (Edwin Henry Murrant,
1864?-1902) was nicknamed 'the Breaker' because of his
skill and daring as a horse-breaker. He also worked as a droverand acquired a reputationas a steeplechaser, polo player and drinker as well as a womaniser. From 1891 he contributed to The Bulletin as 'The Breaker', writing lively and
entertaining bush ballads which conveyed the flavour of bush life and the attitudes of the bushman. His horsemanship,
swagger and cheerful nature won friends. He served in the Boer War in an irregular unit formed to counter Boer
guerrillas, was court-martialled for the murder of Boer prisoners and was executed by firing squad in Pretoria on
27 February 1902 (ADB).
Lambert made this quick sketch at Richmond, New South Wales, when he visited the area with Beaker Morant. The
Breaker's accompanying poem. 'Dreaming' is dated 31 December 1897 and Lambert made the drawing at about the
same time. The sketch is inscribed (presumably after the Breaker's death in 1902): 'The Breaker’ .In August 1901
Horse poet shot ' for the complicity in Boer murder affair. Sketched at Richmond NSW. Hawkesbury River.
Of further note: ( Hunt was wounded on patrol and his body was later found stripped and mutilated. Morant, now in command, led a revenge patrol
that resulted in his ordering a prisoner to be shot. He later ordered a separate group of prisoners be executed. These killings were followed by the
shooting of a German missionary who had spoken to the doomed prisoners. Shortly after that, Morant, Lieutenant Peter Hancock and others shot
another group of Boer prisoners.)

DAISY BATES and BREAKER MORANT - Researched from Wikipedia on the world wide web
Bates was born
Margaret Dwyer in
Tipperary, Ireland
in 1859. United
States, at the
death of both parents Bates was
raised, by relatives,
in Roscrea and
educated at the
National School in
the town.
On 22 November
1882, at the age of
twenty-three, she
migrated as a free
emigrant to Australia on the “Almora”. She had changed
her name to Daisy May O'Dwyer. Some accounts (based on
Bates' own claims) were that she left Ireland for 'health
reasons', however Bates' biographer Julia Blackburn
discovered that, after getting her first job as a governess in
Dublin at age 18, there was a scandal, presumably sexual
in nature, which resulted in the young man of the house
taking his own life. Bates was forced to leave Ireland and,
keen to cover up her past, she re-invented her history and
this set the pattern for the rest of her life.
Bates settled first at Townsville, Queensland, allegedly
staying at first with the Bishop of North Queensland then
later with friends who had migrated earlier. However this is
probably fantasy. She subsequently found employment as
a governess on Fanning Downs Station.
Records show that she married poet and horseman Breaker Morant (Harry Morant aka Edwin Murrant) for a short
time, on 13 March 1884. Bates was said to have
thrown Morant out as he failed to pay for the wedding and
stole some livestock. They were never divorced.

It was suggested by Nick Bleszynski, Morant's biographer
that Bates played an important role in Morant's life. More
than was previously thought. It was she who convinced
him to change his name from Edwin Murrant to Harry
Harbord Morant.
After her failed marriage to Morant, Bates moved to New
South Wales. She said that she was engaged to Philip
Gipps but he passed away before they could marry. This
may be fantasy. She met John (Jack) Bates, marrying on
17 February 1885. The marriage was not a happy one; he
also was a breaker of wild horses, bushman and drover.
Their only child was a boy, Arnold Hamilton Bates, born in
Bathurst, NSW on 26th August 1886. She kept the
bigamous nature of the marriage secret during her
lifetime. She also found time to marry seaman Ernest C.
Baglehole on 10 June 1885 at St Stephen's near Sydney.
He was from a wealthy London family and this may have
been what attracted Daisy. It is not known how Daisy filled
in these years but her stories about mixing in high society
and travelling extensively are not believable.
In February 1894, Bates returned to England, telling Jack
that she would only return when he had a home established for her. She arrived in England penniless but eventually found a job as a journalist. It was not until 1899 that
she heard from her husband again, who wrote saying that
he was looking for a property in Western Australia. It is
entirely possible that she had additional marriages during
this time.
About this period The Times had an article on the mistreatment of aboriginals in WA. Daisy wrote to the paper
offering to make a full investigation and report the story to
The Times. Her offer was accepted and she sailed back to
Australia in 1899. She then devoted 35 years of her life
amongst the aboriginal people of WA and SA.

Sometimes we have to make plans

An amazing lady for her times ed B.
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Visitors Questionnaire at the RSASA Gallery
Conducted during the two exhibitions--five weeks These
figures are approximate statistics only. Not all entering
were surveyed:
RSASA Members
19
Friends( family members 36
Downstairs signage
39
As a result of Advertising in:
Independent weekly
16
Fringe Guide
36
Library volunteers..
Total Sample:

5
151

In this period of review, we have been able to look at the
costs of postage and advertising in general.
I would like our members to realise the role they can play
in inviting their friends to become members or friends of
our society. Statistics reveal that the greatest number of
attendees are our own members,
I wish to thank the sitters who assisted with this survey.
Submitted by Fernetta Bartlett Chair Friends of the RSASA
The Secrets of Lines by Helen Mickan
RSASA Gallery, 3 – 24 May 2009
Congratulations must go to Fellow Member, Helen Mickan on her
recent exhibition, The Secrets of Lines, an illuminating exhibition
of drawing to another dimension, intriguing in the processes of mark
making, layering of lines, the use of drawing implements which
varied throughout the works, pencil, pen, charcoal, eraser, gel medium and more.. Images appeared through lines, inviting the viewer to
step in and explore, and visitors did just that, and were able to discuss their findings with Helen as well.
The extensive catalogue provided information into the intent of the
works, explaining the why, but Helen’s artist talk on Sunday 17 th
May, informed us about the mediums used and the creative processes, but also the seven types of lines, vertical, horizontal,
curved, diagonal, concentric, broken lines & continuous.
These works provided more than drawing of lines, to the aspect of
pattern in nature, the awareness of observation, that there are lines
all around us, straight lines of the computer screen to the curved
lines of the flowers outside the window. There are intriguing lines
and patterns on a tree trunk, but we need to open our eyes to see
them, all in observation.
Helen also held two drawing workshops, inviting participants to
play with line, layering the lines and stretching the ideas of making
marks.

It's an artist’s life — for free
To be able to see the rugged Arkaroola Ranges and enjoy
the isolated bush silence and peacefulness. To enjoy the
thought of living and painting in a cost free environment.
Grindell's Hut located at the Minawortina Pound area in
the north Flinders Ranges is available rent-free . The only
condition is that it be to a practicing artist and is
available for up to three weeks as an “Artist in
Residency” program.
You are invited to apply for the 2009 program which is
sponsored by the Vulkathunha-Gammon Ranges National
Park Co-management Board, with the Port Augusta City
Council and Country Arts SA.
The program was established in 2002 and provides the
opportunity for emerging and established artists to
experience an environment far different from the normal
and rural environments. The feeling of history plays a big
part in the adventure. Sara Twigg-Patterson, of Country
Arts SA, indicated that the applicants must be able to
demonstrate a good level of artistic achievement. This
does not mean a history of exhibitions. An artist with
little history will also be considered.
This is an opportunity! Artists can explore their visual
senses, deeper thoughts and interpret the landscape in
there own creative way in almost any medium.
Built in the 1950s for boundary riders the hut and
outstation was for the Balcanoona Pastoral Lease.
Adnyamathanha artists are strongly encouraged to apply,
with applications closing on June 26.
Details: Country Arts SA on 86419175.
Congratulations to John Lacey for his Winning of
THE NORM BENSE MEMORIAL ART PRIZE at the recent
Alexandrina Wooden Boat Show and
Best of Show at the Clare Rotary Art Show.
Also at Clare

Congratulations to Rosemary Willis-Anderson
Winner watercolour section

I remember the days in the art room, back in 1965 when Miss Mickan was encouraging us students to explore with the charcoal on the
page, to follow the lines of the still life set up, to build upon those
marks and enjoy the processes. The Secrets of Lines has re-enforced
those words, all these years later.
This was an exhibition that all art students
should have made the time to view.

Bev Bills, FRSASA
Abstract 3, by Helen Mickan

IT IS ART AND WOULDN’T IT MAKE YOU SLOW DOWN
QUICKLY AND TAKE NOTICE?
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